Perceptions of the declining quality of higher education in the selected SEE countries
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Abstract. The subject of this paper is to point out phenomenologically the causes of the evident decline in the quality of higher education in the selected countries of the Southeast Europe: Bosnia and Herzegovina (B&H), Montenegro (MNE) and Serbia (SER). The aim of this research is comparing respondents' perceptions in the above countries regarding the basic and general causes of decline in higher education levels, which is generated by massive negative (braking) processes and tendencies. It starts with the hypothesis that most problems in higher education of the considered countries originate for two reasons: application of the political principle of the voting machine and selective application of the so-called "Bologna Process" in the field of higher education. The multiple regression linear approach is methodologically applied to the sample of 210 respondents in the three countries mentioned above. The results have confirmed the validity of the hypothesis and, consequently, the need for significant educational reforms in the part of the independent variables, which would lead to an increase in the quality of higher education.
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge (intellectual competitiveness) is a motto of the new information era. Higher education is of particular importance for the economic competitiveness of any society (Bloom et al., 2006, p. 16; Qerimi & Sergi, 2017; Żyra, 2019). It is an infrastructure for future state-level social cohesiveness. Besides, it contributes to state competitiveness (Akimova et al., 2020; Bilan et al., 2020; Green et al., 2010; Luchko, Arzamasova & Vovk, 2019; Volchik et al., 2018). It is generally considered that higher education is the leading area for the provision of competitive capabilities and competitive advantages of businesses (and the state) since it directly affects the creation of intellectual and organizational capital. (Sułkowski et. al., 2020).

Higher education in the observed transitional countries is facing a great crisis. A huge number of people have a university degree, and at the same time many of them do not know proper spelling, not to mention methodological illiteracy or more complex forms of knowledge. The massiveness of higher education is not harmonized with the employment policies, nor with the adequate development strategy. Under the conditions of low level of knowledge and science, with small investments in it, the hasty borrowing and application of the world's highest criteria in education is perilous. The contemporary education system is made up of people, who are the sole culprits for the inefficient functioning of the related institutions, that is, for the inconsistent and irresponsible implementation of all forms of elections (political, economic, educational and other). The method of political "merged courts" into the higher education system of the considered states reflected the political principle of domination of rigged and privileged elections (abuse) at all levels of decision-making (Draskovic, 2018, pp. 5, 54, 78; Bush and Prather, 2018). That has resulted in the accumulation of functions in the hands of the same persons, the negative selection of personnel, the formalization and decline of scientific criteria, and consequently to a drastic decrease in the quality level of higher education and scientific knowledge. Thus, through the (probably programmed, devised) process of diploma inflation (not backed up by real knowledge) and the award of undeserved scientific titles and senior positions in the system of higher education, there was a worrying and paradoxical equalization of scientific knowledge and ignorance.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In the midst of the general application of quasi-neoliberal ideology (from the field of economic policy to institutions - Draskovic et al., 2019), higher education, by inertia, divided the general destiny of society. (Ibid.) It is considered that in the observed countries of South-eastern Europe in the field of higher education there was a conscious replacement of theses: instead of the civilizational imperative, much greater investment in science and higher education, a chaotic "Bologna declaration" was introduced, which from the beginning of its application to today proved multifaceted. We have repeatedly suggested that in order to achieve sustainable development, it is necessary to significantly increase investment in science and education (i.e. knowledge in general) (Tarabasz et al., 2018; Dzimińska et al., 2020; Sułkowski et al., 2019). Many other authors have insisted on this (Sedziuviene & Vveinhardt, 2018, p. 226; Mikalauskiene & Atkociuniene, 2019; Tamasevicius et al., 2020; Tóth et al., 2020), particularly, investigating effects of intellectual capital restoring considering the impact of external migration (Bilan et al., 2019; Mishchuk et al., 2019). Let’s remember e.g. that during his visit to the considered countries in 2017, Nobel laureate E. Maskin graciously and precisely said: "If you want better (economic) results, invest in education". The statistics, unfortunately, shows that investment in science in the countries under consideration is very small, near 0.2% of GDP in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and approximately 0.3-0.4% of GDP in Montenegro and Serbia.

The fact is that there are a number of factors affecting the quality of higher education in our hypothetical model, which cannot be fully defined. It is especially difficult to determine the true degree of influence of individual factors (independent variables in our model) on the quality of higher education.
(dependent variable in our model). Therefore, we decided to test hypothetically four basic groups of independent variables, which in our opinion determine the quality of higher education, namely:

- **Iv1** - The negative impact of *general and long-term crisis, with unbalanced social values, and reduced criteria*. It implies the affirmation and reproduction of false value systems (effect of path dependence – Arthur, 1994; Tortorella at al., 2020) and cultural factors: mentality, education and social consent – Delibasic, 2016), which in the field of higher education reflects through achievements (diplomas, titles, vocations) without proper investments (learning, scientific work, references, and knowledge). Directly related to this are: palliative, improvisational, ignorant, and irresponsible attempts to reform science, applied by ignorant and interests-driven reformers. They shift on key functions by model in the elective (excessively long) mandates, by the procedure where voting outcome is known in advance, and later by the subjective choice of the closest associates.

- **Iv2** - The impact of *unlearned competitive advantages of individuals*, referred to by T. West, S. Ravenscroft, and C. Shrader (2004), relates to the following phenomena: increased number of instances in which the scientific title has no coverage in knowledge, to the deficit of original research, mercantilization of higher education, selection of non-referential staff in higher scientific titles, manipulation of multidisciplinarity (Kravchenko, 2019), destruction of the principles of scientific verticality, abolition of departments, false presentation of scientific references and citations, use of cabinet (fictitious) data, misstatement of master's and master's degrees etc.

- **Iv3** - The impact of *decline in scientific competence of colleges and universities*, which is associated with the long-term forcing of infantilization and imitation of science, the hyper-production of scientific staff, study programs, faculties and diplomas (at all levels), shutting down scientific institutes as temples of scientific research and poor financing of science, the underestimation and relativization of real scientific results (national scientific monographs, national scientific journals, and everything that requires long-term, devoted, and competent scientific and team work) – Draskovic, 2018, p. 96.

- **Iv4** - The impact of immoral university externalities is related to plagiarism, corruption, failure to teach, erosion of ethical standards, transformation of craft disciplines into scientific ones, underestimation of real scientific authorities, etc.

Due to the above-mentioned reasons, a dangerous process of higher education quality reduce is being developed. As a consequence, its inadequacy to the real needs of society becomes obvious, especially in the part of employment (Vlasov et al., 2020). Besides, some researchers prove that higher education does not always lead to greater feeling of own security at the labour market (Lewandowska & Stopa, 2020). Of course, many are wondering whether the considered negative factors (which most often act as processes) are programmed, with the aim of defusing, through mass diploma inflation, the diplomas of all those hard-earned (before transition) graduates, to dull their critical blade and to undergo the rigid and imposed totalitarianization of consciousness.

### 3. CASE STUDY

For this research, we have conceived questionnaires in accordance to the previously presented theoretical framework. In total 210 highly qualified persons with high level of logical thinking from Bosnia and Herzegovina (70), Montenegro (70), and Serbia (70) have been interviewed. They were asked to evaluate, based on their best knowledge, experience and (or) intuition, the dependent variable in the model, defined as the “*quality of higher education*” (each respondent for the corresponding in his/her own country). Also, they were asked to evaluate the values of the negative influence of the four independent variables in the model (listed above) on the dependent variable. The scheme of our research framework is given in Figure 1.
The constructs from the research framework were measured with point 1; 1,5; 2; 2,5; 3; 3,5; 4; 4,5; 5 Likert-type multi-item scale. In fact, the respondents used linguistic qualifications: very strong (5), strong (4), medium (3), weak (2) and very weak (1) to answer the questions. These qualifications were later coded into Likert’s scale as it is noted in the brackets next to each of the linguistics qualification. In the next section is described shortly multiple linear regression model which we used for the respondents quantitative analysis. Designing the survey and the analysis took into consideration the existing similar political, economic, cultural and institutional conditions in the countries concerned. Following regression analysis have included both separate and integral data for all three considered groups.

4. LINEAR MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODEL

The idea is to determine functional relationship between the dependent variable (Dv): quality of higher education and independent ones (Iv1, Iv2, Iv3 and Iv4).

Our goal was to estimate the realistically expected mean value of the dependent variable (Dv), based on individual estimation of the respondents. Since the respondents have estimated the dependent variable Dv and independent variables (Iv1, Iv2, Iv3 and Iv4) on their own discretion, our task was, in line with the requirements of multiple linear regression, to determine the coefficients: I, S1, S2, S3 and S4, and to calculate Dv, using Eq. (1):

\[
Dv = I + S1 \cdot Dv1 + S2 \cdot Dv2 + S3 \cdot Dv3 + S4 \cdot Dv4
\]  

Where,

\(Dv\) - is the mean expected value of the dependent variable;

I - is the intercept, determined on the basis of an appropriate sample;

S1, S2, S3 and S4 – are coefficients of independent variables Iv1, Iv2, Iv3, and Iv4, or slopes of the correspondent lines. This practically means that for any new value of each independent variable from a predefined interval, we can estimate the value of the dependent variable. It should be said that \(Dv\) is an average estimated value, since it is a mean value of Iv1, Iv2, Iv3 and Iv4. To determine \(Dv\) it is used the last square method (Bertskas et al., 2008). In fact, our goal was to determine the coefficients: I, S1, S2, S3 and S4, so as to minimize the sum of squared errors (SSE), which is represented by Eq. (2):
\[
SSE = \sum_{k=1}^{n} (Dv_k - \overline{Dv}_k)^2 = \sum_{k=1}^{n} (Dv_k - (I + S1 \cdot Iv1 + S2 \cdot Iv2 + S3 \cdot Iv3 + S4 \cdot Iv4))^2
\]

Where,

- \(Dv_k\) - is actual value of the dependent variable, given by the \(k\) respondents \((k = 1, n)\);
- \(\overline{Dv}_k\) - is the estimated value of the dependent variable on the basis of the model, in the case of \(k\) respondents \((k = 1, n)\);
- \(n\) - is the total number of respondents \((300\) of them from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, and Serbia), \(k = 1, n\).

Using the least-squares method, here is actually determined a straight line, which minimizes the sum of vertical differences for each pair of points (Balakrishnan et al., 2007). In other words, identified is a straight line that best fits the given set of points, by determining the optimal value of intercept \(I\), as well as coefficients \((S_1, S_2, S_3, \text{and } S_4)\), in order to obtain a more accurate value of \(\overline{Dv}\) for the given (estimated) values of \(Iv_1, Iv_2, Iv_3, \text{and } Iv_4, \text{and } Dv\) (for \(\forall k, k = 1, n\)).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The obtained results are shown in Table 1. In addition to the coefficients: \(S_0, S_1, S_2, \text{and } S_4\), the following statistical indicators were determined: mean absolute deviation (MAD), correlation coefficient \(r\), coefficient of determination \((r^2)\), mean square error (MSE), mean absolute percent error (MAPE), and standard error of regression estimate (SE). These indicators show high model correspondence and respondents' estimates;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>Case 1: Bosnia&amp;Herzegovina</th>
<th>Case 2: Montenegro</th>
<th>Case 3: Serbia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
<td>-1,261</td>
<td>-1,350</td>
<td>-0,036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>0,839</td>
<td>0,733</td>
<td>0,539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>0,069</td>
<td>0,055</td>
<td>-0,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>0,110</td>
<td>0,177</td>
<td>0,046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>0,003</td>
<td>0,094</td>
<td>0,091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>0,865</td>
<td>0,886</td>
<td>0,596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r^2</td>
<td>0,748</td>
<td>0,750</td>
<td>0,467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD</td>
<td>0,230</td>
<td>0,255</td>
<td>0,463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>0,133</td>
<td>0,126</td>
<td>0,347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td>11,28%</td>
<td>11,58%</td>
<td>20,75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>0,370</td>
<td>0,360</td>
<td>0,61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own

In accordance with the data shown in Table 1, the lines representing the functional dependency between the dependent \((Dv)\) and the independent variables \((Iv_1, iv_4)\) are below.
Case 1. Bosnia and Herzegovina (B&H)

\[ \bar{Y}_{B&H} = -1.261 + 0.839 \times I_1 + 0.069 \times I_2 + 0.110 \times I_3 + 0.003 \times I_4 \]  

(3)

Case 2: Montenegro (MNE):

\[ \bar{Y}_{MNE} = -1.261 + 0.839 \times I_1 + 0.069 \times I_2 + 0.110 \times I_3 + 0.003 \times I_4 \]  

(4)

Case 3: Serbia (SER)

\[ \bar{Y}_{SER} = -0.036 + 0.539 \times I_1 - 0.006 \times I_2 + 0.046 \times I_3 + 0.091 \times I_4 \]  

(5)

The average values of the dependent variable estimated by the respondents are shown in Graph 1, expressed in % for all analysed countries: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Serbia, it is clear that the percentage of respondents (over 35%) from all three countries rated the quality of higher education as low (2.0). A significant percentage of respondents opted for a grade 3.0.

According to the linear dependence analyses between the dependent variable and the mean values of independent variables (Graph 2), it is clear that variables \( I_3 \) have the most pronounced influence on the dependent variable. Ranking the lowest is the variable \( I_1 \), variable \( I_2 \) is second, and variable \( I_4 \) is third. These analyses were performed over the entire sample. Based on individual sample analyses (from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Serbia), a level of influence of independent variables on the dependent variable was obtained (Table 2).
In accordance with the mean values of independent variables (Table 2), it can be concluded that decline in scientific competence of colleges and universities (Iv3), has the greatest influence on the quality of higher education in Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Serbia. Unlearned competitive advantages of individuals (Iv2) has the second most significant influence in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Serbia, while immoral university externalities (Iv4) in Montenegro. On the other hand, general and long-term crisis (Iv1) has the weakest impact in all cases.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Case 3: Bosnia&amp;Herzegovina</th>
<th>Case 1: Montenegro</th>
<th>Case 2: Serbia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Iv3 [4,535]</td>
<td>Iv3 [4,321]</td>
<td>Iv3 [4,535]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Iv4 [3,528]</td>
<td>Iv2 [3,514]</td>
<td>Iv2 [3,964]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlation coefficient and the coefficient of determination show that the model largely explains the variance of the dependent variable (Table 3)

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0,791a)</td>
<td>0,731</td>
<td>0,391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own
CONCLUSION

There are many problems in selected SEE countries that threaten social and economic development: institutional, economic, cultural, value, socio-pathological, educational and others. All of them have a composite and negative effect on the selective and inconsistent application of the so-called the "Bologna Convention", which was wrongly and tendentiously proclaimed the "Bologna Declaration", thus (wrongly) reinforcing its obligation. Due to the degeneration of the "Bologna process", the quality of higher education decreased.

The deliberate application of the political principle of the voting machinery in the field of higher education has enabled the realization of many negative phenomena in practice, which have led to the collapse of scientific, moral and educational criteria, and consequently to the decline in the quality of higher education in the observed countries. The esteems of 210 respondents, participated in our survey, allow to define the arithmetic average in B&H (2.51), in MNE (2.64), and in SER (2.58). All independent variables have had a significant impact on the decline of higher education quality. Long-term crisis with unbalanced social values have had a slightly weaker impact. Decline in scientific competence of colleges and universities has the greatest influence. Two other independent variables made approximately the same and very strong impact.
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